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Abstract

The presented case report concerns a patient with a foreign body in the orbital cavity – a fishing weight. After performing
diagnostic tests, a multidisciplinary procedure was performed to remove the foreign body under general anaesthesia.
Ophthalmologic consultation carried out after the procedure showed normal vision of the right and left eye. Penetrating
foreign bodies of the orbit due to the variety of shapes and sizes, chemical composition and location, as well as potential
serious consequences of such an injury require accurate diagnosis. This starts with determining the pathomechanism of
the injury and selecting the appropriate radiological methods, and ends with a multidisciplinary approach to treatment.
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INTRODUCTION

CASE STUDY

Injuries involving the presence of foreign bodies around
the orbital area, due to their location and consequences,
require the cooperation of doctors of various specialists,
including jaw surgeons, ophthalmologists, neurosurgeons,
laryngologists, radiologists and psychologists [8, 9]. Such
injuries are usually the result of non-compliance with basic
health and safety rules, traffic accidents, assaults with sharp
tools, or gunshots (1). Due to the type of material they are
made of, they can be divided into metallic, non-metallic
and organic bodies (2). The most common foreign bodies
are larger or smaller fragments of metal, glass shards, wood
splinters, and bullets from firearms (1). Small elements
can also enter the orbit through closed eyelids, piercing
them, which often escapes the patient’s attention and
sometimes causes further complications (4). The prognosis
for this type of injury depends on the location and size of
the foreign body, the chemical composition and degree of
damage to the surrounding anatomical structures (6). The
variety of foreign bodies affects the selection of appropriate
radiological diagnostic methods. The most frequently used
are: classic radiographs, ultrasound, computer tomography
supplemented with angiographic examination, and magnetic
resonance imaging [3]. It should be remembered that in
classical radiography, metallic bodies distort the image by
numerous artifacts. Some of the unknown components
of metal and ferro-magnetics make it impossible to safely
perform the MR examination [1]. The paper presents the
case of a patient with a cylindrycal metallic foreign body
in the orbit, and the preoperative diagnosis and treatment.

A 19-year-old male patient, admitted to Department of
Maxilofacial Surgery due to an injury in the right orbital
region. He was conscious, and in good general condition.
In a medical interview, he reported that while fishing the
day before hospitalization, a friend accidentally hit him in
the face with a fishing-weight which struck in the area of t he
upper right eye. The patient was transported by ambulance
to the Emergency Department of the Ophthalmology Clinic
where an ophthalmological examination was performed,
complemented by a Computer Tomography of the facial
skull without contrast, and a posterior x-ray of the skull. The
patient was referred for further treatment to the Department
of Maxilofacial Surgery. Numerous artifacts? resulting
from the metallic structure of the foreign body have made
it difficult to accurately assess the orbital structures in the
CT scan. The description of the study revealed a metallic
foreign body with dimensions of 11 × 10 × 31 mm in the right
orbit, most likely in the region of the medial straight muscle,
placed externally. Both eyeballs were without pathological
changes, with smooth strokes.? Right optic nerve of preserved
continuity? bone structure without perceptible traumatic
lesions – incomplete assessment? Clinical examination on
the day of admission showed an injury to the upper right
eyelid, near the medial angle of the eye, with a clearly visible
embedded metallic body. Significant swelling of the upper
right eyelid with post-traumatic haematoma. The patient
was qualified for team-surgical-ophthalmological surgery to
remove the foreign body under general anaesthesia.
The treatment was carried out by applying antibiotic,
intravenous – Taromentin 2 × 1.2 g and Oftaquix drops to
the eye. The foreign body was removed through the wound
without additional surgical accesses, the wound was revised,
and a rubber drain installed, which was removed the following
day. A control sinus of the lateral nasal sinuses was performed.
An ophthalmological consultation carried out 4 days after
the surgical procedure showed normal vision of both the
right and left eyes, without the features of splitting? and
a slight fall of the upper eyelid of the right eye. The front
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Figure 1. Patient after admission to the Maxillofacial Clinic. Foreign body visible
Figure 4. Removed foreign body – fishing weight

Figure 2. Lateral X-ray of skull. Foreign body visible in the orbital projection

Figure 5. X-ray control of nasal sinuses after removal of the foreign body

Figure 3. CT – frontal projection. Rear of the foreign body visible

section and fundus of the eyweare correct. The patient was
discharged home in a generally good condition, with the
recommendation of control a check-up on the ophthalmic
and maxillofacial surgery, as well as continuation of antibiotic
therapy.

Figure 6. Scan 3-D reconstruction after trauma before surgical treatment. Artifacts
visible in the imaging field
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DISCUSSION
Among the many divisions of alien bodies in the orbit,
classifications based on localization in the anatomical
structures of the orbital and surrounding spaces, are most
useful for clinicians in establishing a therapeutic treatment
plan. Barthendu Shukla developed a division which
distinguishes foreign bodies located strictly within the
structures of the eyeball and those located in the vicinity of
retrobulbar structures [7]. Finkelstein et al. divided foreign
bodies into those in the the front, located in the area of the

eyelids and anterior segment of the eyeball, intraocular and
posterior retrobulbar [10]. Identification of the chemical
composition of foreign bodies, e. g. metallic, non-metallic
(organic, inorganic), is not without significance. It affects,
among others, the selection of the diagnostic imaging method
to be used, which allows determination of the position of
the foreign body, its size, consistency, and the injuries it
caused in the surrounding tissues [2]. Sometimes, imaging
examinations are the only source of information about a
foreign body, in the case when it is not seen itself or the
place of penetration into the orbit [4]. Metallic bodies, due
to possible ferromagnetic properties, exclude the use of MR
in the diagnostics. Non-metallic objects, such as wood, are
much more likely to be sources of infection for surrounding
tissues. For this reason, their immediate removal is very
important in the prevention of complications, such as
abscess, inflammation of the eyeball with loss of vision,
inflammation of the optic nerve, meninges, formation of
fistulas or sinusitis. [1, 2, 5, 6]. In the presented case, the patient
provided information about the exact the circumstances in
which the injury was incurred, and the foreign body was
partially visible and identifiable in the traumatic wound.
Diagnostics were selected using classic radiographs and
computed tomography. Despite partially obscuring the image
of artifacts resulting from the construction of a foreign body,
the study examination showed that the bony structures of
the facial skull and the eyeball itself were not affected. Photos
of the type of fishing tackle were also found, which matched
exactly the same as that embedded in the patient’s orbit. It
could be seen that the part inherent in the wound was smooth
and round, which would facilitate its removal.
At the time of the injury, the patient was some distance
away after the accident?, which significantly weakened the
kinetic energy of the object thrown and did not cause bone
tissue injuries (2, 3, 6). The decision was made to remove
the foreign body via the entry wound and under general
anaesthetic, in cooperation with an ophthalmologist, using
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peri-operative local and general antibiotics. No additional
surgical access was necessary.
CONCLUSIONS
In the case described, the foreign body that penetrated the
eye socket was a fishing weight. Its smooth and round shape
and low impact energy did not lead to deep and extensive
damage to the surrounding tissues. The location of the foreign
body allowed for a relatively simple removal via the entry
wound without additional surgical accesses. The procedure
was performed in cooperation with a maxillary surgeon and
ophthalmologist, after thorough clinical and radiological
diagnostics.
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